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For Immediate Release 
 

 

North Dallas Bank & Trust Co. Implements CreditCore® in Record Time 

 

HURST, Texas – October 3, 2017 – 3530 Technologies, LLC (“3530”) announced today that North 

Dallas Bank & Trust Co. (“NDBT”) went into production with its industry-leading CreditCore® loan 

origination solution after a record setting seven-week implementation. 

 “This ambitious implementation timeline was possible due to the tireless dedication of the 

NDBT project team” said Adair Taulbee of 3530.  “Though we’re accustomed to moving very quickly at 

3530, and CreditCore® is designed for efficient implementation, the most critical element of a success 

story like this rests with our client partner and NDBT certainly delivered.” 

Pam Burdine, Executive Vice President of NDBT said “The adoption of a new system that will 

enhance the consumer scoring will be straightforward and provide NDBT lending opportunities in the 

years to come for growth. 

Allie Wadley, Senior Vice President of NDBT said “the CreditCore conversion team was 

extremely committed to the project and made implementation seamless.  CreditCore’s 

implementation team has been great to work with and it has been a pleasure to have accessibility to a 

knowledgeable staff”.   

ABOUT 3530 TECHNOLOGIES 

Founded on the principles and values of focusing on the client partner relationship as well as 

providing a best-in-class loan origination solution to lending institutions in the U.S., 3530 is the 

preeminent vendor partner of choice for institutions who are thirsty for positive change. 

ABOUT NORTH DALLAS BANK & TRUST CO. 

North Dallas Bank & Trust Co. has proudly served the North Dallas community since 1961, growing 

steadily from modest beginnings to become one of this area’s largest independent banks.  We have 

stood strong throughout that time, steadfastly committed to those we serve while maintaining an 

unwavering history of profitability under the same name and ownership.  We are here for you today 

and, more importantly, we will be here for you tomorrow. If you are searching for a bank that 
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combines outstanding personalized service with current technology, we invite you to contact us or 

visit one of our full-service banking centers. 

 

https://ndbt.com/contact.php
https://ndbt.com/locations.php

